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A complete digital
signage display,
distribution and
management
platform, for
informational,
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messaging, in better
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creation tools easily
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and cut costs
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transmission to all
locations minimize time
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Smart plug-ins for
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and interactive sources
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Extensive web-based
content management
tools
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An end- to-end digital signage software platform for content
creation, management and distribution
Extensive Digital Signage Platform
C-nario's Messenger™ is today's leading
software-based digital signage system for
creating, distributing, displaying, controlling
and managing informational, promotion and
commercial messaging from a centralized
control unit. C-nario's Messenger provides you
with all the required components to design,
manage and control your digital signage
displays, from single screen to multidisplay:
Playback: Highest quality playback in any
shape, size and resolution
C-nario is proud to have the industry's highest
quality playback - from simple single screen to
multi-display in any shape, size and
resolution, including video wall, seamless
projection and collage. Our unmatched
playback maintains its pixel perfect quality
even when using synchronized content in:
- multi-layer
- multi-zone
- multi-source
- multi- displays
C-nario's full high definition video playback
assures that no pixel is left behind regardless
of the target resolution, resulting in an
absolutely smooth motion for video as well as
other types of content.
C-nario's playback technology makes the

most of any hardware platform and is able to
output 12 HD content channels from a single
standard PC.
Advanced content creation tools
Content is what digital signage is all about! C
nario's new and exciting content creation tools
have revolutionized the way digital signage
content creation is implemented, and include an
easy to use asset management library. Simply by
'drag and drop' you can create dynamic layouts
as well
as edit and update playlists at a click of a button.
The key for cost effective high quality content is
having the option of re-purposing existing data or
content. C-nario provides this through extensive
high quality support for dynamic data feeds from
external sources.
Furthermore, you can integrate real time content
in any resolution, no need for rendering or using
post production facilities.
C-nario's approach to content creation, is based
on the experience of industry leading content
creators and
professional digital signage operators to
maximize resources, control and efficiency.
C-nario system includes built in Digital Rights
Management system protecting content rights.
Tell your story with motion!

Messenger
Messenger's Features and Specifications
C-nario Messenger
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Hardware requirements

- MPEG2, high definition (up to 1080P) @ up to 80 mbits/sec
using C-nario industry leading decoder.
- AVI (if proper codec is installed)
- H264 AVC10 up to 1080P (requires third party codec)
- Flash (including Dynamic and interactive)
- All common image types.
- Full alpha channel support for all media types including video.
- C-nario real time created sequences
- Viz-RT real time 3D animation.
- Text (through built in character generator)
- Dozens of custom items data feeds.
- RSS
- Live video in multiple inputs, up to 1080P resolution. Input
from HD-SDI, HDMI, DVI, Dtype VGA, component HD.
- Streaming (WMV, MPEG2 over UDP including multi-casting support)
- C-nario low latency input processor feeds (up to HD).
- Multi-zone, multi-layers including zones overlapping.
- Up to eight channels from a single HW box, all with HD video.
- Synchronized playback between channels on the same
hardware box and other connected systems.
- Grid, Collage and seamless display arrangements.
Seamless display arrangement includes edge blending
and geometric correction.
- Bi-directionally control locally located connected devices
- Exposes internal and externally connected equipment
properties and state to C-nario center control and monitoring
tools such as Panel Designer, Pin Table.
- Provides real time snapshots.
- Scale up through efficient, non-polling architecture
(subscription) and efficient snapshots system.
- Connected via any IP based infrastructure.
- Dial-up support.
- Sneakernet file update support.
- Full uni-directional Satellite based distribution.
- Bi-directional messages and files dispatch.
- N-tier
- Peer to peer support (Chainmail) for multi casting
performance over non-multi-casting infrastructure
- Use C-nario local web editor to access players through
a rich Silverlight 2.0 based web interface
- CPU- Atom single core or better. Multi cores preferred and
perfectly exploited.
- GPU- Intel GMA950 or better, discrete memory or plug-in
GPU preferred.
- Smooth High Definition playback on 1920 X 1200 output
requires Intel 4500 HD or better GPU.
- For multiple channels beyond two and up to eight, use
Core I7 920, multi-slots (PCIe 16 2.0) motherboards, ATI
4670 or better GPU cards , up to four dual channels cards
in a system.
- Memory - 512 Mbytes or better, use 2GB for multiple
channels systems.
- Operating system: XP, Vista , Vista 64, XP embedded
(for selected hardware platforms)
- Live feeds - almost all single or multiple inputs cards with
Directshow drivers and raw input from Hauppauge, Pinnacle,
Black-magic Designs, Datapath.

